
Welcome orwelcomeback toWake Foresl!Thestudent
writers and editors of RAW (Reality At Wake): The Unofficial
Guide to Life at Wake Forest - which you have had the good
sense and taste to purchase - are proud to present (Ta Daa!) the
Maiden Issue.

Our name and subtitle should take you a long way toward
grasping what we're all about. RAW is Wake's first and only
guidebook to the university and the environs written from the
perspective of its students. Our aim is to help you make the most
of the year: academically, socially, culturally,legally.

We will help you choose courses, by providing evaluations of
the dreaded (but ineluctable) Divisional Requirements (once
again: Welcome to Wake!), and by providing introductions to
every department offering a major (most written Qy a major). We
will suggest where you can (safely) study at night, once it has
become painfully obvious that organic chemistry is not going to
clear up by itself and your Anthrax-playing roommate won't
disappear.

We will introduce you to some of the daunting simplicities and
complexities of extracurricular life here, providing you with both
a handy vocabulary, and some healthy advice about the social
scene. In general, wewillgiveyouahintofwhattoexpect(ornot)
from a campus where Fraternities, Societies and Sororities
(henceforth, the "Greeks") rule the roost, and where covering the
quad trees with toilet paper (henceforth "rolling the quad") is
regarded as an act of school pride and a general hoot. We will give
you some facts (far from all of them, alas) about the clubs,
activities, and organizations that will make college the experi-
ence all those B movies have led you to believe it would be. Let
the good times roll!

But that's not all. Wake students have notoriously little idea of
what lies beyond the confines of this former golf course on the
RJ. Reynolds estate (RJR made the university an offer it couldn't
refuse, and the new campus, on which you are now standing, was
established in the mid-fifties). Most learn to believe that their
universe is bordered by Reynolda Village (a bucolic but expen-
sive money-maker for the university, home to various toney
middle-aged shops) on the one side and University Parkway on
the other.

We hate to be the one to tell you this, but College Life isn't all
skittles and beer (in fact, as regards the latter, there are some facts
you need to know; we don't know what the former are). It is by
no means certain that you will pass peacefully through your years
here without confronting - even at Wake! - some of the evils and
heavies of society at large.

RAW will help you out, though we don't pretend to have all
the answers. Especially in regard to the problems mentioned
above you should read everything and anything official Wake
provides you with, however uninspired the prose. We are an
unofficial source, meaning that the University generously con-
dones but does not support us. You do. Our contributors represent
a pretty fair cross-section of the student body, so we are a long
ways from being a closely-knit cabal of conspirators. This means
that we are not exhaustive. But this also means we don't have to
be quite as diplomatic as other publications, and can combine the
informative with the irreverent. We hope to please and instruct.

It has become something of a commonplace these days to say

General Introduction
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that Wake is at a crossroads. Formerly a Baptist college, catering
almost exclusively to students from the Southeast, Wake is trying
to grow up and out. The recent debate about establishing a
Divinity School here is testimony to some confusion about how
and whether to keep the old ways and means. This year, for the
first time, it was determined that members of the Board of
Trustees, the biggest cheeses of all, need be neither Baptist nor
from North Carolina. Hallelujah.

The new physics building, the Benson University Center, the
plans for the Professional Center (to house Business and Law
Schools), work on the athletic fields, the extension to the library,
the completion of the new Coliseum: indisputable evidence that
the school, though not increasing in total student enrollment, is
expanding. Tuition will doubtless grow with it. Admissions are
paying more and more attention to minority recruitment and
ethnic and multinational diversity. These are not traditional
Wake strengths.

You will soon discover that there is a fair amount of grumping
and griping on practically any issue, whether important or
trivial.The only thing that seems to inspire consensus is wide-
spread outrage about the quality of food on campus. All this is in
the spirit of The Debate, which provided the university with more
PR mileage and milkage than Curtis Strange or Arnold Palmer,
both alums, combined. Some accuse the current administration
of being anti-intellectual, impersonal, and too enamored of
things corporate; others point out that fund-raising was never
going better, and that the quality of the applicants has shot up.
The facuIty, for its part, is generally perceived as more progres-
sive than either the students or the administration. Last year, for
example, the profs voted to do away with segregated housing for
basketball and football players (many of whom are black),
visitation rules, and unequal acceptance percentage rates for men
and women (the ratio is still about 55 - 45, the rationale being
"dormitory space") - all vestiges of the Old Days. Nothing
happened, to no one's great surprise. After all, according to myth,
men and women at Wake weren't permitted to dance together
until the late 60's, when most campuses were rocketing toward
or through the Sexual Revolution and the Summer of Love.

Universities seethe with rumor and discussion. We hope to
provide you with some information so that you can join in.

The changes have given rise to uncertainty about what Wake
will be like in the year 2000, but we confidently predict a few
things. The university will still be made entirely of red brick.
Tribble Hall will still confound (Wow! Every hall looks exactly
the same!). Wake will still play hoop in the ACC, even though
competing with mega-programs like those at ChaPel Hill or
Virginia will make winning seasons rare exceptions (but you just
gotta love those Deacs!). And Wake Forest will still be one of the
most challenging schools in the country.

We close with a little advice. Take full advantage of the
opportunities the university and area offer, even if this means
getting off your tush and making an effort. Take some educated
and educating risks. And let us help you out.

The Editors
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o Introduction to Academics

RAW puts this section rust because 10' bet", 0' 10' worse,
for richer or for poorer, you are atWake Forest to get an education,
and academics is the name of the game.

Most students come to Wake suspecting this, though making
the adjustments from high school to college takes a little time.
You have to start from scratch, and that's not easy since it was just
yesterday that you were on top of the heap. There are no study
halls, school buses, hall passes. Most bewildering of all, new
students discover that it is more or less up to them to be masters
of their intellectual fates.

These adjustments don't stop at the freshman year, however.
Each year there is a new academic crisis. Sophomores agonize
about which subject in which
to major. Juniors change their
minds, and scramble to make
up the difference. Seniors
wonder how on earth their
major is going to translate into
money after they graduate. Of
course this is the whole point
An active and thinking mind is
one thrust into doubt, into what
Keats called "negative capa-
bility": the ability to live in and
with uncertainties.

One thing you shouldn't be
in doubt about Wake Forest is
a very competitive school.
Good grades are common but
great grades fairly uncommon,
and going from the good to the
great is both a mysterious proc-
ess and a lot of hard work.
Unless you're a complete slack-
off, you can probably achieve
the mediocre.

Everybody has their own
theory about how to get a 3.5 or
higher average atWake Forest.
Most admit that it means sacri-
fice, discipline, and a little luck.
Some maintain that you have
to move into a state of Zen,
psyching out both professor and
subject-matter and becoming
One with the University. A few

, boast that they can do it with their eyes closed in class, and what's
the big deal. Those last are especially obnoxious, since most of
them are closet geeks with a shrewd sense of theatre.

Given all the pressure on students to do well, it doesn't help
that many new-arrivals (and some of the old-timers, as well) are
in a constant state of enchanted bewilderment about the social
freedoms college provides. How can you study when hormones
are poking out allover, when you don't have to hide in the garage

., . to check toto drink a beer when father-knows-best isn t gomg. ell
'., The noi that doing wmake sure your light IS out? e point IS . 'ty

, '. ki d f equammiacademically usually means finding som~ n 0 th Zen
and serenity with the strange new surroundings. ~erhaps e
folk am right after all; perhaps it is a state of mind. 'th that

It certainly helps to have a favorite place to study, and -:VI ta-
in mind the RAW guidebook provides a fairly exhaustive cane
logue of suggestions. There are some surprises here for everyo e~
and even the seasoned senior might want to check out some nand
alternatives. Everybody has a different set of toleran~es ith
intolerances, and the trick is to know them and learn to l~v~l~e.
them. Come to think of it, that's also the way to deal WIt hoose

Learning how. to c.u As
courses is an acqwred ski '. a
at other universities, there~s
fruity grapevine at Wake o~~
est. Well-meaning uppercla; to
men love nothing better rha
regale open-mouthed freshmen
with their war stories. Every-
body has a strong opinion about
which courses to avoid at ~
costs, which to flock ~ ill
droves. Similarly, there IS a
pecking order for professo~.
Some are adored, some ~-
horred, some ignored. B~. h
room walls will tell you w ic

hich though we must sayare w, ak F restthat the graffiti at W e 0

is fairly tame. .
So RAW will provl~e yo~

with our scientific version 0

the restroom walls, by preset
ing you with the results 0 a

d t d lastsurvey we con uc e
Spring which asked somDe?~-

th IVI-sic questions about e
sional courses. The results may
not be exhaustive, but they may

. f h t to ex-give you a hint 0 -:V. ~ d
pect from each dIVISIon an

. hoos-just might help you ill c . n
ing among them. We menUo
no specific professors by n~e,
since students' reasons. or

. h I ly unscienufic,prefenng one professor over another are ope ess
the human condition being what it is. .s to

Though our point in including the results of the surver I e
assist you in narrowing your choices, possibly the best ~dv.Ice;e
can give you is to keep your options ope~. Shop around ~;:: and
first week of the semester, when everything IS10a state 0 .th it.
confusion the norm. Pick up the syllabus and commune WI
Is this the semester to take Physics Ill?
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The Art Department is located in the James R. Scales Fine
Arts Center. The department offers two majors - art history, and
studio art. An art history major must take eight courses in art
history and two in studio art, whereas a studio major must take
eight courses in studio art and two in art history. The areas of
specialization in studio art include drawing, painting, printmak-

There are of course people whose job it is to help you.
Academic advisors, both student and professor, should be of
some assistance, even if one is majoring in Communications and
the other last took a physics course during the Korean War. Peer
Counselors can also help, and the Learning Assitance Pro-
gram is designed to lend a hand.

It sometimes happens that a student gets in too deep to get out,
principally by rosily predicting success at handling the courses
they've signed up for and then discovering they can't. The worse
thing you can 'do in this case is to hope that they will disappear.
The best thing you can do is to talk to your academic advisors and,
just as importantly, to the professors teaching the courses. Wake
professors may seem like a thick-skinned lot, but they are all
willing to listen and offer counsel. Too few Wake students take
advantage of their office hours.

All this may be difficult to keep in mind during registration
which is skillfully designed by the University to be one of the
most painful and demoralizing episodes in a student's career.

And it happens every semester. Lines of students, looking vaguely
as if they were waiting for a booster shot, form in all directions.
When your turn finally comes to have a shot at the computer
operator who will, mindlessly, decide your fate, you wonder if all
this can be worth it. You're a name, a number, tuition-paying
fodder for the Wake gristmill. Relax. This too shall pass. And the
more you do it, the better you get at it. You may not get into every
course you want but things, somehow, will work out.

So, yes, relax. Academics may be the greatest source of
concern during your years here, but they will also be the most
rewarding. Maybe not right away .But someday, somewhere, you
will be glad of your exposure to Tudor architecture and of your
commanding grasp of when to use the subjunctive in French.

You can increase the reward by experimenting, dipping here
and swooping there - deciding on a major, but also taking
Aquatic Basketweaving, or Great Moments in Janist Thought
This may be your last chance to plummet those negative capabili-
ties, and that, finally, is what academics is all about.

D Accounting

: 4

Wake Forest has one of the leading accounting pro-
grams in the nation, having recently been ranked in the top twenty
in a survey of accounting professionals. The regimen is demand-
ing. Approximately one-third of current juniors who began the
year as accounting majors are now majoring in another field. Nu-
merous others quit before they ever start, having to give up the
idea of an accounting degree when unable to get through the
sophomore-year introductory accounting classes. A majority of
these students choose business or economics as their alternative.
But for those who can cut it (it takes a special kind of person), the
rewards (financially speaking of course) are great. Several high-
paying offers await all accounting graduates. Most senior ac-
counting majors head home for Christmas break having already
accepted a position with a large public firm beginning right after
graduation or a position in private industry. A small number do
not reach a career decision until spring semester.

There are slightly more than one hundred accounting majors
right now at Wake. Eight professors teach in the department,
including the Dean of the School of Business and Accoun tancy.

A Debit or a Credit??
I{~:{~~~:~:~~~~~~tttt~{~~~{{~t}'::~':':~:f:t::~~:{{~:~:::~tt':?~~~:?':::'{{'?:{::q

Acceptance to the school after sophomore year is mandatory, but
for anyone with a 2.2 GPA this is a mere formality. For an
accounting degree, a person must pass eleven accounting classes,
eight business classes and a speech class, along with all of Wake
Forest's basic requirements. All but a few accounting majors
spend at least one summer attending classes in order to graduate
on time, and the school is considering a five-year program.

Accounting majors have earned the reputation of being the
true study geeks at Wake. While it is true that a substantial
amount of time must be devoted to studying, an accounting major
is still able to maintain a normal college social life. Idle time is
reduced to a minimum, but for the most part each accounting
major is able to keep non-academic commitments.
If you find that the balance sheet of life is one filled with

numbers and debits and credits, punctilious forms and proce-
dures are your niche, or you just plain deal in tedium, perhaps the
world of accounting will be a satisfying one for you. Or maybe
you just want to go where the bucks are. Either way, it's a
demanding path to tread.

DArt WAt\c tvnc$l UNIVERSITYUBRARY Darkness at Noon
I::~:;:;:~{{{:~:~:::::~:}}}~:;{;~:::::~:~:~:}~:~:~:~:::;:;:::::::~:::)}}::~:i::{::;::;:~;~;:;::~

ing and sculpture.
Some unique features of the department include the visiting

artist program, various exhibits in the gallery ,and opportunities
for internships. Popular places for art interns include Reynolda
House and the Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art
(SECCA).
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sonate a law student, (perhaps wear a suit, buy a pair of horn-
rimmed glasses, and carry your books in an attache case) you may
fmd it a fme place to study.

Reynolda Hall: Reynolda offers very few rooms for studying.
Because of its central location and because it also houses the Pit
and Snack Pit, it is a popular place to study for short periods of
time between classes or before meals. However, be aware that
these rooms, which are located near the information desk, are
often used for meetings and you may be asked to leave. Usually
notices are posted on the doors to inform you when the next
meetings during the day will be. The Reading Room and Listen-
ing Room provide a quiet, comfortable atmosphere with sofas as
well as desks accompanied by large chairs and lamps - quite a
nice change from the usual fluorescent lighting found elsewhere.
The Reading Room, however, is soon to be the office of the
Capital Campaign, which will make studying here a thing of the
past Reynolda Lounge, sometimes referred to as "The Green
Room" because of its green carpet, is much larger. Soft sofas
allow one to sink to the level of the low tables provided to study
on. It is not nearly as quiet in here for there are no doors to block
the sounds of passing students, and the information desk phone
may drive you crazy. And don't let napping between-class
students distract you.

The Lounge or the Fine Arts Building: Being somewhat set
apart from the center of campus, the Fine Arts Building is an ideal
place for peace and quiet (if there isn't some event scheduled).
It's an airy, high-ceilinged lounge furnished with large, square,
backless, purple couches interspersed with low tables wonderful
for spreading out books and papers. You'll find this is a great
change of scenery (especially the teradactyl sculpture hovering
above your head) - just be careful about falling asleep on these
"couches" that are very much like small-scale beds.

Study Lounges in Residence Halls: What ajoke ...if they have
not been converted into dorm rooms, they are often more like
social rooms. They do offer the convenience of being near your
room. Some dorms do have serious study lounges. It varies from
dorm to dorm, and even from hall to hall. In Luter, the main
lounge in ~e afternoon i~ a g~.place to study, but as night
approaches It becomes a httle noisier. If the feeling of claustro-
phobia helps you acquire productive studying, you will find the
miniscule study rooms located on the second floor of Luter very
appealing. South's basement study lounge has couches or cu-

bicles from which to choose and is usually very quiet if you don't
mind having other people studying in the same room, it's a great
place.

Coliseum Kitchen: If you want to get off campus to S~U?y,yo~
may find the Coliseum Kitchen a good alternative. As It ISope
24 hours a day, it is especially popular after midnight w~en the
library is closed. Take into account, however, that the wrutresses
aren't overly fond of refilling glasses all night when you're there
to study, not eat. Although they're used to it, they often get even
by seating you far in the back where the lighting is poor.

Outside: Studying outside in the early fall and spring is the most
pleasant of all atmospheres. You may find that it is here that you
enjoy studying the most, perhaps because it may be here that ~ou
study the least: daydreaming, talking with friends, ~d napp~~
may take over. Outside is a popular place for working on onf
tan while reading a book. It provides a good atmo~phere or
reading and reflecting, but not so much for studying for ;0
upcoming test. Reynolda Gardens is a very popular placeI or
reading. Take a blanket, enjoy the walk over there, and cur. up
with a good book. Davis Field, or what is left of it, a~sopro~:
a good place to read. Mag Patio offers the convemence 0 .
Snack Pit and the scenic view of the Benson construction site.

Your Room: Some people prefer to study in their room, with th.~
luxuries of "home." But the luxuries, such as your stereo, telev~
sion, telephone, and more importantly your bed, mar serve

h
r

distractions. Visits from friends, invitations to do things ot e
than studying, and talks with your roommate also. serve as
distractions. The refrigerator and dorm snack machmes may
serve as a source of stress relief and the freshman fifteen m:y
suddenly become a reality for you when you leave to go home or
Christmas.

In short, explore the options. Find your own study niche. It wi~
probably be a different place depending on what y~u need ~ g~t
done. You may find that studying in Tribble provI.des th~ rig
atmosphere for cramming the night before a test, while the hb~
suffices for general studying. Studying outside the room canood
only be a productive way to get work done, it can also be a g
way to meet people. There's nothing better than to have som~e
with which to share the lamentable phrase "I'll never get IS
done ... "

oMacintosh Labs -

Wake Forest does have a MacDonalds chain. They're located
in Poteat, Luter, and Vegas (that's the small building in front of
South between Johnson and Bostwick). In these locations you
will find labs with Macintosh computers available for student
use. But if you're expecting a nice, quiet area for the typing of
your latest masterpiece, think of investing in your own Mac. Mac

l~bs are popular. Seventy billion people are not served, but.~~
umes you would think so. Paper crunch hits the labs hard (atMi
term and two weeks before Finals) and finding a computer can
sometimes be more difficult than finding a parking space. To use
th~ ~c lab, you'll need to get a disk from the Co.mputer Cen~{~
Disk 10 hand the only thing you need to hope for ISa dependa
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a.m. on weekdays, and 24 hours on weekends.
The re~ativ~ly small size of Huffman (approximately 80

people) gives It a community atmosphere. Everyone knows
everyone else here, and the fact that you may be a Carswell

oActivism

Ask any student at Wake Forest what activist groups
ther~ are, and he might gradually emit the words "Students
Against Apartheid" and "Amnesty International." The first group
~ants Wake Forest to divest from South Africa, and the second
IS about ... uh ... well, U2 did something with them, didn't they?

A~~esty International is a large-scale organization whose
b~elsmGreatBritain. AtWake, the groupof8-lOmembers tries
to inform the campus of human rights violations. They also write
letters to governments with political prisoners, focusing primar-
ily on South Africa. Recently, they had a concert with Urban
Edge, and although they were well-publicized - a flyer on every
door on campus - there was a turnout of maybe 30 people.

Students Against Apartheid has twenty members on a list
and a?out ten of these show up consistently for meetings. Their
two blgge~t goals are (1) to educate the campus on the problems
of apartheid, and (2) to achieve divestment for Wake Forest. One
member claimed education was "somewhat effective," but the
programs of SAA have poor attendance for a school with 4,500,
as two memorable examples demonstrate. One example of poor
attendance was a concert where popular local bands played.
Around 40 people came - the album door prizes were given to
anyone who wanted them. The second example was a rally on

o Band

scholar, a greek member, or just a happy student, isn't really
important to anyone but yourself. Although residents sometimes
refer to themselves as Huffmanites, it would be difficult to
classify a "typical" member of this dorm - it's easy to be yourself.

P epending upon the caliber of your high school marching
leand, y~Umay find the band at Wake Forest less demanding and
f ss SOCiallyde rigueur. But why else would anyone go to a
OO~all game? Surely it's not just to watch some human tanks
~nnmg arO~d in ridiculous panoply trying to get their hands
ther on a httle brown ball or on their opponents' legs or well-

~eveloped Upper bodies. Well, maybe. Come on now guys-give
~ to the ro~ance and the foot-stomping rhythms of the music.
ck.u~ that instrumem that has been gathering dust in your closet

and jom the band. Pretend that you play it. No one will know.
The.Deacon Marching Band season gears up before school

~tarts, 10 the summer; which is the reason it is called summer
and.

b S.ummer band bears a grueling schedule: a 5 hours by day, 4
y night schedule lasting a week during which, despite all the fun,

you ask yourself why you are doing this and why you are getting
only one credit and no respect when the football team sleeps in air

The Bigger Chill
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j

Wait Chapel's steps which had a turnout of around 75. SAA,
however, has had success in the appointing of an investment
study group.

While Amnesty and SAA are the two most visible activist
groups on campus, there are also rustIings amid the environmen-
talists, feminists, and gay/lesbians. The environmentalists in the
Outing Club started recycling this semester, the spring of '89,
and most recently, flyers have appeared around campus on Field
Trips, fundraising, speakers, and recycling. In December, a talk
was given about Green Politics and six students showed for that,
two stayed for the meeting of an infant group. There is a
Women's Issues Group within the Women's Studies depart-
ment, but what they do is even amystery to them. They are "active
as they see fit" A faction of them did join the pro-choice march
on Washington amid other individuals from Wake. Flyers for a
gay and lesbian support group were present the first few weeks
of school, and gays and lesbians meet at designated times (only
they know when) at the counseling center.

In general ,Wake's apathy to outside issues can be dishearten-
ing. People have admitted that they live in their own self-grati-
fying world, but they like it that way. If this is your attitude,
welcome home. If not, be brave. You have a lot of work to do.

Blow Hard for the Deacs!!
!}:{::::{{::{{::::L::}:{:::}}::}}:{{{::{{{:::}:{{{::::::::{:}}}:{:::::}::}:::{:}}}}:::j

conditioned rooms. After that, it's regular rehearsal. 4 hours a
week and on, brace yourself, Saturday morning (as in hangover
vista, sleepless Saturday, the perpetual Friday and so on). Then
off to the game on overcrowded buses that are far from being
punctual. Hold on to those plumes and kiss your reeds and your
sanity goodbye. Arrive at Groves Stadium. Feel the beads of
sweat oozing down your back and the back of your leg. You just
wish that you could take off that banana uniform.

You've lost a shoe en route, your hat is a size too small, but hey
halftime comes at last. It's show time. Where in God's green earth
is your music. I have it memorized Mr. Province. Good he says.
So you ad lib a performance. A couple offormations were off, the
hackles on that dog in the stand stood erect for 5 solid minutes.
The band wasn't that awfully out of tune. Better than usual. Only
half the stands cleared away before realizing that half the band
was playing the fight song and the other half the Alma Mater. It
was beautiful though. And they call us geeks.
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attitude, location on campus, etc., and all sisters think they have
the "perfect look," know the "right frat" and hold the best
formals. You will never hear, "Well, our parties are all right, but
you should see the Delta Sigs!" or "Most of the really good-
looking guys date the Tri-Delts, not us." Greeks have very little
sense of irony about themselves during Rush, and they are about
as subtle as the armed forces in their recruiting techniques.
Rushees lie too, regularly saying they've been somewhere they
haven't, or that they know someone they don't.

It is a poor showcase of character, a system where the good
rushee receives a bid, not the good guy. Great people can be
overlooked if they are a little shy or can't make small talk.
Pompous, humorless, mean-spirited social zeroes might receive
bids because they make excellent first impressions and have a
tough turn-around jumpshot or wear the right clothes. There are
competing theories of how to get into a fraternity or society/
sorority, but no real sure-fire method. Still, here are a few small.
suggestions for the rushee:

1) Never admit to a brother that you are rushing another
fraternity. Never admit to a sister that you went to
another function for any reason other than your room-
mate begged you to so she wouldn't have to go alone.

2) Never act like rush is the chore that it often is. Smile.
3) If you want to get into a particular fraternity, go to all

their functions. If you want a particular society/sorority,
wear their colors to every function. To make a really
good impression, get and memorize the composite.

4) If you cannot go to all the functions, go to the most
important ones. Understand that the Formal Smoker is
more important than"Parcheesi with the Brotherhood."

5) Attitude: Relax and enjoy rush as much as you can.
"I'm just here to meet some cool people and have a little
fun at these terrific functions. If I get a bid, it's just icing
on the cake." This is an excellent frame of mind.

Rush is a competitive process. The Dean of Students Office
estimated that last spring 210 men rushed and 136 became

pledges (65%), for example. There is no doubt that some frater-
nities are more competitive than others, but it is almost impos-
sible to rank all fourteen from most competitive to least. The
same goes for societies, but the best show on campus is really the
societies versus a particular sorority (a story lively enough to
have made the New York Times last Spring). .

Rush is strictly regulated by the Wake Forest administration
and the Interfraternity/lntersociety CouncIls.
Nevertheless,violations sometimes occur. Dry Rush is a ~ell-
intentioned and intelligently-conceived program, but functIOnS
have been known to get wet. In the event of cross-biddin~, both
fraternities are required to leave a biddee alone to make hISown
decision, but these popular young men do have a tendency to get
pressured. Society "Silent Day" violations exist also. but the
females are more likely to turn in one another.

The handbook warns that students may not pledge if on
probation. academic or social. or if they have a GPA below 2.0.
but "pocket pledges" in fraternities are not unheard of. . .

Finally, there is the unpleasant subject of hazing. Hazing IS
neither condoned by the university nor any fraternity on the
national level. but only the most clueless of Deacons is unaware
of its presence. If you pledge, will you get hazed? proba?ly. But
consider that most fraternities have a policy against hazing ~t
reads something like "NO brother will take any action that IS
physically or mentally demeaning to a pledge." By this br~ad
definitio?, a brother calling a pledge a "sissy" wou.ld be considiered hazing. There is no doubt. however, that senous cases. 0
hazing exist at Wake Forest, and after they've been here awhile.
most people have a pretty good idea which fraternities haze the
most and can decide for themselves if they think its neat-o.

Although some of the things required of a female ~ledge
(hunting for bananas and cereal on the quad at 7 a.m. in pa~amas,
walking in a chain"elephant style" around the quad) are Just as
bad, if not actually worse, than that required of males, they are
usually taken in stride. Depending on who you pledge, 'ple~ge
duties can range from having lunch with a sister to de~lVenng
cookies to a fraternity house, to being awakened in the middle of
the night to wash someone's car.
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o Peer Counseling

Wen. you've been at college a couple of weeks. and
frankly it's not everything you thought it would be. The vision of
the Wake utopia that you had seen in your mind has been
eradicated by the reality of Wake Forest You feel isolated.
You're afraid to talk to your roommate because he/she might
think that you're just acting silly. You can't afford a psychiatrist
You don't want to talk to your RA because you feel that he/she
might think that you're immature. And besides, these people
know you. You don't want them to k.."10W that you're not happy.

So you feign beatific contentedness,longing for that one-day
break so that you can go home and solve your problems. Prob-
lems vanish at home, right? This myth is shattered when you go
home and you don't want to let your parents know that you're not
happy at Wake, Wonderful Wake. Classes, they ask.- Fine you
say.- Oh, we're so proud of you. These are the best years of your
life. I wish I could do it again.- Please you think. Just take my
place.But you must return and do. You see a sign. It says "Can We
Talk?" Peer Counselors. What are they? Oh, right. Some stranger
who doesn't know me from Adam is going to help me with my
problems. College students are such skeptics. But you're tired of
being unhappy, so you visit one of the names listed. Gee whiz,

oHomosexuality

Despite what you may have heard about the ostensible
grass-root conservatism at Wake Forest, you may want to look
longer and harder at what exists beyond the magnolia-shaded
image. It's the age-old appear-
ance versus reality problem, and
while you won't find many
people grabbing the gay rights
banners, the reality of the homo-
sexual scene lies within. While
Wake Forest probably is not the
place to find your niche in a 6Os-
type subculture, you can and
will find a controlled homosex-
ual environment whose very
presence is and will probably
continue to be virtually unknown
or esoterically - oriented. The
Wake Forest homosexual, for the most part, appears to be your
average student But his or her appearance belies the fact that he
or she wants so desperately to hide.

What to say about homosexuality on this virgin page? There's
a lot that needs to be said about homosexuality, but this article is
not the place to say it. What will be said here is that there are gay
people at Wake Forest. You won't be able to sit on the wall and
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Can We Talk?
llitttt~fttttt::t~:~:~:~:~t:}tttttt}t&~

I'm 18 and need counseling already. You knock. Oh God I hope
noone's home. Someone answers. You stiffen up and think that
maybe you'll use the old "oops, wrong door" approach. But you
don't and you start to talk. It wasn't that bad. You made a friend
and you discover that your problems weren't that bad. You just
needed an ear.

Peer Counselors is a group of Wake students who are trained
to be good listeners. Peer counselors are good sources of campus
information. More importantly, they care and will listen to you
and try to help you with your problems. If they feel that they
cannot, they will make sure to refer you to someone who can. All
of this is, of course, very discreet, and it is nothing to be
embarrassed about. Peer counselors are trained in such areas as
alcohol and substance abuse, listening skills, and, of course,
campus resources. Peer counselors are not psychiatrists, and they
make no false claims to be. But they are people who care about
individual well-being here at Wake Forest They are people who
realize that everyone has problems, and they try to see to it that
we all make it through these periods of transition and emotional
stress. College isn't all parties and easy times, but it can be, as
everyone says it is, the best four years of your life. Peer counsel-
ors are here to help you make it so.

Out of the Closet
lill):}:{:::::}~{:::~:~:t}~:}::::::}}::}::::t}~:::}:{{{{{:§l

G 1·& t Wake Forest is
cull the Wake homosexual. Sorry. ay he a
mostly experimentation. There are a lot ?f ?isexual males here
who try and try hard to maintain a publIc image of n?rmalc

y
.

They try to prevent public knowl-
edge ortneir desires because they
are either afraid of hostile reac-
tion from peers or are afrai~ to
admit mat, societally-speaI?n~,
they are deviant. Open gay life IS
not accepted by me majority of
students and this is probably me
biggest ~ason that gay life here
is truly one of an underground
nature. I won't give any hard
stats on me subject, because I
really don't know exactly h?W
many people experiment or live

a closet gay lifestyle. The simple truth is that if you want to
explore, there is the opportunity to do so. Meeting me ~rso~~
experiment with, however, will not be easy. It is frUStraU~g, u
me fear of public disapproval leads a lot of would-be gays Into ~
unhappy repression of their feelings. At Wake Forest, me pub.~
and private self can and will be in constant battle for people W1l
homosexual desires. But if you search, you'll be pleasant y
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s .
w~~~d to di~over that there are a lot of people just like you,
tha W same lI~age concerns, and when you meet, you'll find

t ake can YIeld a truly positive college experience and put
you on the road to self-identity ,

If .
you are decidedly gay, and have accepted that part ofyourself yo . .
.' u can join a group of students like yourself at the

counselmg center I ' th ". won t say at this ISa large group' only avery small . ,
. . th portIon of the people who are homosexual at Wake
join e group or attend its meetings It is however a startingground for akin . " ,
10 . m g some fnends who are secure with themselves.
anJ ::~~~.are private and known only to the counseling staff

W If YOUaren't the kind of person to attend meetings and you
ant to meet oth h . .

man y er omosexuals or bisexuals, your options are
effo~' b °t

U
~ take your chances here, which will take time and

has n~ ullwm lead you eventually to success. Winston-Salem
has Boc~~gestype gay bars, and the bars that Winston currently
not' fre n treet, Power Company, and Electric Company are
Power ~~:ted b~ m~y col!ege-aged people. (However, the

pany 10 Winston IS rumored to be in the process of

Q Rape at Wake

IQ~~~U~Ofev';'Y six college women will be raped this year.
that if you' c. ~sn talarm you then maybe you should consider
will be reJIVmg?n a hall of thirty, chances are that five of you
doesn't~a~ . Don t delude yourself by thinking this statistic
from th pp Yat Wake Forest. Even though Wake seems isolated
problem~ ~st of the World, it is not an oasis, immune to its
in Our s~· s I?ng as sexual assault continues to occur elsewhere

R lety It will OCcurhere too
ape on cam . . ' .

this age of D pus ISa senous problem for women and men. In
rape has . on~~e and Oprah few are unaware of the effect a
also recoo~ ~tsVIc~mor on her family and friends. The University
the PRE: A~es this and Supports many self defense seminars and
and facuIt pr~gram. The PREP AR program is run by students
about y and Its go~ is to educate the campus community
studen~~' PREp ~ IS a part of freshman orientation, and
COunsel~ntercestedIn learning more should go to the University

109 enter
Afewob . '.

YOurdoo VIOUSpomts that bear repeating: Don't forget to lock
Walk al r when y~Ugo to sleep (at night or just for a nap), rum.:t
WFu) ~e 10 unlit areas (meaning practically everywhere at
bUiIdi ' ca?tIous when in elevators, stairways, or empty
othe nga, don t be overly trusting of acquaintances Q[ dates. In

rwords d 'E ' on t make yourself an easy victim.
cons~:ry POtential victim - in other words, everyone - should
questi~~ What th.ey would do in an assault situation. Some
yourselJ to ConSIder ':ll"e:How can you best physically ~efend
neces . How stron~ ISyour commitment to self protection? If
Durinsary, are you WIlling to inflict grave injuries to an assailant?
headJ .an actual assault it is very important to remain clear-
then ar:~order to assess the situation. Some important questions

. How much strength does the attacker appear to have?

moving downtown and may yield some promising opportunities
if it does so.) The Power Company in Durham is a popular spot
for Duke, Chapel Hill and Wake gay students. Thursday nights
are particularly popular with college students, and you only have
to be 18 to get in. UNC-Greensboro is notorious for homosexual
life, but the life you find here, i.e. for the most part blatant
homosexual, may not be to your liking. The Orchestra Pit on
Wednesday nights draws a crowd of mixed and questionable
sexuality. In general the West End of Winston is more tolerant
and open to gay lifestyles, and you might find a visit to Rainbow
News and Cafe conducive to your style.

Being gay or bisexual does not make you a leper. You can
successfully lead a gay or bisexual lifestyle at Wake and retain
your semblance of normalcy. Join a fraternity or SOCiety,play
baseball,hockey, whatever you want to do. You won'tbetheonly
gay person to do so. Others have preceded you and succeeded.
And if you arrive here unsure of your sexuality, do not lead a life
of isolation just because you have these feelings and tendencies,
You'll find that you won't be the only one in the proverbial closet.
Hope you're not claustrophobic!

The Raw Facts
1:::}}::::::::}::::::::::::::::::::)}i{:::::::}):1{::::1:::::M:::::::t::l

Does he look angry, hesitant, nervous, or calm? Does he have a
weapon? Is he alone? How will your actions now (talking,
screaming, reasoning) affect him?

Only the victim can decide if it is in her best interest to resist
Even if she chooses not to resist initially, it cannot be interpreted
as consent. NO VICTIM ASKS TO BE ASSAULTED, WANTS
TO BE ASSAULTED, OR DESERVES TO BE ASSAULTED
(drunk, doped or straight).
If you are raped, there are several things to do. AT ONCE.

First, get to a safe place and call law enforcement Immediately.
On campus, dial 5911 for University Security or 9-911 for direct
access to the Winston-Salem police emergency line. Do not
shower or change clothes or disturb anything. If you decide to go
to court, any evidence of the assault will be very important Call
a friend to be with you. Then, go to the hospital emergency room
for medical care and evidence collection. In the days following
the attack, seek counseling at the counseling center on campus or
at the rape crisis center.

One more note: Whether or not you decide to press charges
against your assailant is entirely up to you. Rape is a felony in
North Carolina and is treated seriously by both the administration
here at Wake and by the local law enforcement authorities. Only
you can decide what is truly in your best interest.

A survey conducted at Wake Forest indicates that date and
acquaintance rape is a serious problem on this campus. In fact, the
survey found that 16% of the female respondents had been
victims of acquaintance rape. 85% of those raped said that
intoxicants were used before the incident. 33% of the incidents
occurred at fraternity or society parties, and the rest either on
individual dates (41%) or as the resultofa spontaneous meeting
(26%).
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o Peer Counseling

Well, you've been at college a couple of weeks, and
frankly it's not everything you thought it would be. The vision of
the Wake utopia that you had seen in your mind has been
eradicated by the reality of Wake Forest You feel isolated.
You're afraid to talk to your roommate because he/she might
think that you're just acting silly. You can't afford a psychiatrist
You don't want to talk to your RA because you feel that he/she
might think that you're immature. And besides, these people
know you. You don't want them to know that you're not happy.

So you feign beatific contentedness, longing for that one-day
break so that you can go home and solve your problems. Prob-
lems vanish at home, right? This myth is shattered when you go
home and you don't want to let your parents know that you're not
happy at Wake, Wonderful Wake. Classes, they ask.- Fine you
say.- Oh, we're so proud of you. These are the best years of your
life. I wish I could do it again.- Please you think. Just take my
place.

But you must return and do. You see a sign. It says "Can We
Talk?" Peer Counselors. What are they? Oh, right. Some stranger
who doesn't know me from Adam is going to help me with my
problems. College students are such skeptics. But you're tired of
being unhappy, so you visit one of the names listed. Gee whiz,

oHomosexuality

Despite what you may have heard about the ostensible
grass-root conservatism at Wake Forest, you may want to look
longer and harder at what exists beyond the magnolia-shaded
image. It's the age-old appear-
ance versus reality problem, and
while you won't find many
people grabbing the gay rights
banners, the reality of the homo-
sexual scene lies within. While
Wake Forest probably is not the
place to find your niche in a 6Os-
type subculture, you can and
will find a controlled homosex-
ual environment whose very
presence is and will probably
continue to be virtually unknown
or esoterically - oriented. The
Wake Forest homosexual, for the most part, appears to be your
average student But his or her appearance belies the fact that he
or she wants so desperately to hide.

What to say about homosexuality on this virgin page? There's
a lot that needs to be said about homosexuality, but this article is
not the place to say it. What will be said here is that there are gay
people at Wake Forest. You won't be able to sit on the wall and
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I'm 18 and need counseling already. You knock. Oh God I hope
no one's home. Someone answers. You stiffen up and think that
maybe you'll use the old "oops, wrong door" approach. But you
don't and you start to talk. It wasn't that bad. You made a fri~nd
and you discover that your problems weren't that bad. You Just
needed an ear.

Peer Counselors is a group of Wake students who are trained
to be good listeners. Peer counselors are good sources of campus
information. More importantly, they care and will listen to you
and try to help you with your problems. If they feel that they
cannot, they will make sure to refer you to someone who can. All
of this is, of course, very discreet, and it is nothing to be
embarrassed about. Peer counselors are trained in such areas as
alcohol and substance abuse, listening skills, and, of course,
CanlPUSresources. Peer counselors are not psychiatrists, and they
make no false claims to be. But they are people who care about
individual well-being here at Wake Forest They are peopl~ who
realize that everyone has problems, and they try to see to I~that
we all make it through these periods of transition and emouonal
stress. College isn't all parties and easy times, but it can be, as
everyone says it is, the best four years of your life. Peer Counsel-
ors are here to help you make it so.

Out Of the Closet
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cull the Wake homosexual. Sorry. Gay life at Wake Forest is
mostly experimentation. There are a lot of bisexual males here
who try and try hard to maintain a public image of n?rmalcy.

They try to prevent public knowl-
edge of their desires bec~use they
are either afraid of hostile reac-
tion from peers or are atraid to
admit that societally-speaking,
they are de~iant. Open gay life is
not accepted by the majority of
students and this is probably the
biggest ~ason that gay life here
is truly one of an underground
nature. I won't give any hard
stats on the subject, because I
really don't know exactly h?W
many people experiment or live

a closet gay lifestyle. The simple truth is that if you want to
explore, there is the opportunity to do so. Meeting the IX:rson to
experiment with, however, will not be easy. It is frustraung, but
the fear of public disapproval leads a lot of would-be gays into ~
unhappy repression of their feelings. At Wake Forest, the pUb~IC
and private self can and will be in constant battle for people WIth
homosexual desires. But if you search, you'll be pleasantly



surprised to discove th thwith the . r at ere are a lot of people just like you,
thatWak same u~age concerns, and when you meet, you'll find
you on the candYlelda U:WYpositive college experience, and put

e roa to self-identity
yo:s~~u are deci~~dly gay, and have accepted that part of
counseli' you can join a group of students like yourself at the

ng center. I won't say that this is a large group' only a
very small port' f '. . th Ion 0 the people who are homosexual at Wake
join e group 0 tt d i .r a en Its meetmgs It is however a startingground for makin . ., ,Th . g some fnends who are secure with themselvese meetmgs ar . .and be e pnvate and known only to the counseling staffmem rs.
wa~~rou aren't the kind of person to attend meetings and you
man ~ meet other homosexuals or bisexuals, your options are
effo~' b ou ~ take your chances here, which will take time and
has n' ~~Will lead you eventually to success. Winston-Salem
has ~~o ~gestype gay bars, and the bars that Winston currently
not' f ur n treet, Power Company, and Electric Company are
Powere~Uented by many college-aged people. (However, the

r ompany in Winston is rumored to be in the process of

a Rape at Wake

IQ~e outof every sixcollegewomenwill be raped thisyear.
that if OU,~tIC.d~sn 'talarm you then maybe you should consider
will ~ e livmg ?n a hall of thirty, chances are that five of you
doe ' raped. Don t delude yourself by thinking this statistic
f sn t apply at Wake Forest. Even though Wake seems isolated
rom the rest of th I" . . .probl e wor d, It IS not an oasis, Immune to Its
in ems '.As long as sexual assault continues to occur elsewhere

Our SOCietyit will occur here tooRa ' .this pe 0; campus is a serious problem for women mill men. In
rape ,:!e 0 ~n~~e and Oprah few are unaware of the effect a
also s on ~tsvicum or on her family and friends. The University
the ;~~~nlZes this and supports many self defense seminars and
and f I AR pr~gram. The PREP AR program is run by students
aboutcu ty and Its go~ is to educate the campus community
stude rare· PREP~ IS a part of freshman orientation, and
C nts ~nterested In learning more should go to the University
ounsehng Center.
Afew b . .o VIOUSpoints that bear repeating: Don't forget to lock

~~~ ~oor w~en y~Ugo to sleep (at night or just for a nap), QQ!i1
WFu) one In u.nht areas (meaning practically everywhere at
build" be cautious when in elevators, stairways, or empty
oth Ings, don't be overly trusting of acquaintances QI dates. In

~r Words, don't make yourself an easy victim.
co ~~ry potential victim - in other words, everyone - should
qU~SI.er what they would do in an assault situation. Some
yo stlons to consider are: How can you best physically defend
necUtself?How strong is your commitment to self protection? If
D ~ssary, are you willing to inflict grave injuries to an assailant?
h:"g .an actual assault it is very important to remain cl~ar-
then ed In order to assess the situation. Some important quesnons

are: How much strength does the attacker appear to have?
....._

~?ving downtown and may yield some promising opportunities
If It does so.) The Power Company in Durham is a popular spot
for Duke, Chapel Hill and Wake gay students. Thursday nights
are particularl~ popular with college students, and you only have
to be 18 to get In. UNC-Greensboro is notorious for homosexual
life, but the life you find here, i.e. for the most part blatant
homosexual, may not be to your liking. The Orchestra Pit on
Wedn~sday nights draws a crowd of mixed and questionable
sexuality. In general the West End of Winston is more tolerant
and open to gay lifestyles, and you might find a visit to Rainbow
News and Cafe conducive to your style.

Being gay or bisexual does not make you a leper. You can
successfully lead a gay or bisexual lifestyle at Wake and retain
your semblance of normalcy, Join a fraternity or society, play
baseball, hockey, whatever you want to do. You won't be the only
gay person to do so. Others have preceded you and succeeded.
And if you arrive here unsure of your sexuality, do not lead a life
of isolation just because you have these feelings and tendencies,
You'll find that you won't be the only one in the proverbial closet.
Hope you're not claustrophobic!

The Raw Facts
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Does he look angry, hesitant, nervous, or calm? Does he have a
weapon? Is he alone? How will your actions now (talking,
screaming, reasoning) affect him?

Only the victim can decide if it is in her best interest to resist
Even if she chooses not to resist initially, it cannot be interpreted
as consent. NO VICTIM ASKS TO BE ASSAULTED, WANTS
TO BE ASSAULTED, OR DESERVES TO BE ASSAULTED
(drunk, doped or straight).
If you are raped, there are several things to do. AT ONCE.

First, get to a safe place and call law enforcement. Immediately.
On campus, dial 5911 for University Security or 9-911 for direct
access to the Winston-Salem police emergency line. Do not
shower or change clothes or disturb anything. If you decide to go
to court, any evidence of the assault will be very important. Call
a friend to be with you. Then, go to the hospital emergency room
for medical care and evidence collection. In the days following
the attack, seek counseling at the counseling center on campus or
at the rape crisis center.

One more note: Whether or not you decide to press charges
against your assailant is entirely up to you. Rape is a felony in
North Carolina and is treated seriously by both the administration
here at Wake and by the local law enforcement authorities. Only
you can decide what is truly in your best interest.

A survey conducted at Wake Forest indicates that date and
acquaintance rape isa serious problem on this campus. In fact, the
survey found that 16% of the female respondents had been
victims of acquaintance rape. 85% of those raped said that
intoxicants were used before the incident. 33% of the incidents
occurred at fraternity or society parties, and the rest either on
indi vidual dates (41%) or as the result of a spontaneous meeting
(26%) .
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